
Quick Start User Guide
Initial Installation and use

1 - Open lid fully until lid ‘clicks’ into open position - ensuring trap is in ‘safe 
mode’. Keep hands SECURELY on lid and rear as per picture. Do not let go of 
lid or rear of trap until lid is in FULLY OPEN POSITION

2 -Remove Ground Pegs from inside trap - located on top of treadal 

3 -Position trap in a suitable location ensuring the lid can be FULLY 
OPENED and target animals have a clear path to approach the trap 
entrance

4 - Secure the trap to the ground with the included ground pegs

5 - Position your chosen bait in the rear of the trap inside bait well 
(pre-feeding inside entrance is also recommended)

6 - Shut lid SLOWLY - when the lid is swung past vertical during closing, the 
trap is active - ensure hands remain in positions on lid and rear of trap at all 
times until trap is closed

7 - Pink capture �ag should be down/�at - indicating that the trap is set. If 
�ag is up, repeat above step ensuring that lid is closed SLOWLY

8 - To deactivate trap, use a stick poked through entrance to �re trap, 
capture �ag will raise and audible ‘bang’ will be heard. No harm will be done 
to the trap by ‘dry-�ring’.

9 - To clear animal from trap (capture �ag in up position), open lid to FULLY 
OPEN POSITION and remove carcass. Repeat steps 5-7 for resetting.

10 - To calibrate or adjust seto� weight; Fix trap to the ground, swing the lid 
all the way open to the set/safe position, then retract the lid back to a 
vertical position. Hold/secure the lid in vertical position (�rmly), ensuring 
not to deactivate the trap. Use a known weight (ie �shing sinker) and slowly 
lower onto the leading edge of the treadal. Turn seto� weight adjustment 
screw counterclockwise to reduce triggering weight, or clockwise to 
increase triggering weight. Start heavy and work down until the trap just 
delatches at the desired seto� weight. Note Traps are pre-con�gured to 
100g fom the factory for Ferret Targeting

For best results ensure trap is checked regularly and fresh bait is used frequently

Ensure all safety precautions are followed as per manufacturers recommendations

For use by trained operators only

For comprehensive and video instructions go to www.rewild.nz/instructions

Made in Aotearoa New Zealand

3 Year manufacturers warranty against any defects or mechanical failures 
resulting from ordinary use in conjunction with Manufacturers instructions 
- for T’s&C’s visit www.rewild.nz/policies


